Notes & Questions

Why Read? – Harold Bloom
It matters, if individuals are to retain any capacity to form their own
judgments and opinions, that they continue to read for themselves. How they
read, well or badly, and what they read, cannot depend wholly upon
themselves, but why they read must be for and in their own interest. You can
read merely to pass the time, or you can read with an overt urgency, but
eventually you will read against the clock. Bible readers, those who search the
Bible for themselves, perhaps exemplify the urgency more plainly than readers
of Shakespeare, yet the quest is the same. One of the uses of reading is to
prepare ourselves for change, and the final change alas is universal…
The way we read now, when we are alone with ourselves, retains
considerable continuity with the past, however it is performed in the academies.
My ideal reader (and lifelong hero) is Dr. Samuel Johnson, who knew and
expressed both the power and the limitation of incessant reading. Like every
other activity of the mind, it must satisfy Johnson's prime concern, which is with
"what comes near to ourself, what we can put to use." Sir Francis Bacon, who
provided some of the ideas that Johnson put to use, famously gave the advice:
"Read not to contradict and confute, nor to believe and take for granted, nor to
find talk and discourse, but to weigh and consider." I add to Bacon and Johnson
a third sage of reading, Emerson, fierce enemy of history and of all historicisms,
who remarked that the best books "impress us with the conviction, that one
nature wrote and the same reads." Let me fuse Bacon, Johnson, and Emerson
into a formula of how to read: find what comes near to you that can be put to
the use of weighing and considering, and that addresses you as though you
share the one nature, free of time's tyranny. Pragmatically that means, first find
Shakespeare, and let him find you. If King Lear is fully to find you, then weigh
and consider the nature it shares with you; its closeness to yourself….
Ultimately we read — as Bacon, Johnson, and Emerson agree — in
order to strengthen the self, and to learn its authentic interests. We experience
such augmentations as pleasure, which may be why aesthetic values have
always been deprecated by social moralists, from Plato through our current
campus Puritans. The pleasures of reading indeed are selfish rather than
social. You cannot directly improve anyone else's life by reading better or more
deeply. I remain skeptical of the traditional social hope that care for others may
be stimulated by the growth of individual imagination, and I am wary of any
arguments whatsoever that connect the pleasures of solitary reading to the
public good.
The sorrow of professional reading is that you recapture only rarely the
pleasure of reading you knew in youth… The way we read now partly depends
upon our distance, inner or outer, from the universities, where reading is
scarcely taught as a pleasure… A childhood largely spent watching television
yields to an adolescence with a computer, and the university receives a student
unlikely to welcome the suggestion that we must endure our going hence even
as our going hither: ripeness is all. Reading falls apart, and much of the self
scatters with it….
[Here’s the first] principle of restoring reading: Do not attempt to improve
your neighbor or your neighborhood by what or how you read. Selfimprovement is a large enough project for your mind and spirit: there are no
ethics of reading. The mind should be kept at home until its primal ignorance
has been purged; premature excursions into activism have their charm, but are
time-consuming, and for reading there will never be enough time. Historicizing,
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whether of past or present, is a kind of idolatry, an obsessive worship of things
in time. Read therefore by the inner light that John Milton celebrated and that
Emerson took as a principle of reading, which can be [the second]: A scholar is
a candle which the love and desire of all men will light… You need not fear that
the freedom of your development as a reader is selfish, because if you become
an authentic reader, then the response to your labors will confirm you as an
illumination to others…. Emerson said that society cannot do without cultivated
men and women, and prophetically he added: "The people, and not the college,
is the writer's home." He meant strong writers, representative men and women,
who represented themselves, and not constituencies, since his politics were
those of the spirit…
We read, frequently if unknowingly, in quest of a mind more original than
our own….
Find now what comes near to you, that can be used for weighing and
considering.…
To read human sentiments in human language you must be able to read
humanly, with all of you. You are more than an ideology, whatever your
convictions… No writer before or since Shakespeare has had anything like his
control of perspectivism… Johnson, admirably perceiving this, urges us to allow
Shakespeare to cure us of our "delirious ecstasies." Let me extend Johnson by
also urging us to recognize the phantoms that the deep reading of Shakespeare
will exorcise. One such phantom is the Death of the Author; another is the
assertion that the self is a fiction; yet another is the opinion that literary and
dramatic characters are so many marks upon a page. A fourth phantom, and
the most pernicious, is that language does the thinking for us….
We read Shakespeare, Dante, Chaucer, Cervantes, Dickens, Proust,
and all their peers because they more than enlarge life… We read deeply for
varied reasons, most of them familiar: that we cannot know enough people
profoundly enough; that we need to know ourselves better; that we require
knowledge, not just of self and others, but of the way things are. Yet the
strongest, most authentic motive for deep reading of the now much-abused
traditional canon is the search for a difficult pleasure. I am not exactly an
erotics-of-reading purveyor, and a pleasurable difficulty seems to me a
plausible definition of the Sublime, but a higher pleasure remains the reader's
quest… I urge you to find what truly comes near to you, that can be used for
weighing and for considering. Read deeply, not to believe, not to accept, not to
contradict, but to learn to share in that one nature that writes and reads.

So, why read? What’s your opinion? What’s Bloom’s?

